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Learning Compilation of Books and Writings
on the Important Governing Principles:
Undertaking the Mission to Save the World
Speech by Chin Kung AM
Forum on Resolving Crises through Education
August 4, 2012
Palace of Golden Horses, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Respected Tan Sri Lee Kim Yew,
headmasters and teachers from Chinese
schools in Malaysia, teachers from the
Chung Hua Cultural Education Centre,
and distinguished guests:

Thanks to Tan Sri Lee Kim Yew's
kind invitation, I am grateful to be
able to participate in this gathering
with Chinese schools’ headmasters in
Malaysia. On another note, I am also
delighted to see that the construction
of the Malaysian Academy of Han
Studies has already begun. The project
is expected to be completed in two
years’ time, after which the academy
will start recruiting students. This is
indeed an extremely important event
of the 21st century! Last year, during
the groundbreaking ceremony of
the academy, the Prime Minister of
Malaysia, Yang Amat Berhormat Dato’
Sri Mohd Najib bin Tun Abdul Razak,
said in his speech: “The establishment
of the Malaysian Academy of Han
Studies (MAHS) will help impart
an education concept that not only

promotes academic excellence but also
positive values that are greatly needed
by mankind.”
I congratulate the Chinese people
of Malaysia, because you, the Chinese
schools’ headmasters and teachers here,
will assume (undertake) the mission of
reviving Han Studies to save the world
and humankind. Here, I'd like to share
with you my experiences in my sixty
years’ journey in studying traditional
Chinese culture, the teachings of
the saints and sages, and Mahayana
Buddhism.
1. The Way to Resolve Human Crises

The society we live in today
is plagued by numerous crises —
climate change, energy and food crises,
environmental pollution, wars, and
acts of terrorism. And the crises are
becoming increasingly serious day by
day. The root cause of all these is that
“the human mind has turned bad,”
that we have overlooked the important
teachings on moral relations, and that
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the innate nature is good.
According to Chronicles by Zuo
Qiuming: “If humans abandon moral
relations, evil will prevail. ” Guan
Zhong [Qi politician, 723 BCE–645
BCE] said, “Dispensing with the four
principles (propriety, righteousness,
honesty, and shamefulness) will lead
to the downfall of a nation.” Mencius,
when explaining the principle of
management, said to King Hui of
Liang: “If the ruler of every country
only cares about benefitting his own
country, if senior government officials
only care about benefitting their own
territories, and scholars and the people
only care about their personal gains,
then, everyone is fighting for his or
her own interest and the country will
perish.” This means that when all the
people in a country are competing with
one another for their own beneﬁts, the
country will be in peril! Nowadays,
“self gains” is of interest to all people,
so much so that people seek it at the
expense of others. They act in whatever
way they like in order to fulfill their
desires. This will definitely result in
crises throughout the world and invoke
global disasters because according to
the chapter “The Instructions of Yi”
from Book of Shan: “Do good and a
hundred good fortunes will manifest.
Do evil and a hundred misfortunes will
ensue.”
The only way to save the world
is to return to the traditional teachings
of the saints and sages, and to humbly
study and implement our ancestors’

teachings in our daily lives. The
chapter called “Record on the Subject
of Education” [from Book of Rites]
states that: “Education is essential in
building a country and in guiding its
people.” Furthermore, education is of
primary importance for self-cultivation
to change one’s destiny, for managing
a business and a family, for creating a
society that is courteous and righteous,
for bringing forth social stability and
harmony, for creating wealth and
peace for the people, for establishing a
glorious era marked by lasting peace,
and even for establishing the lands of
Buddhas, for the Pure Land of Ultimate
Bliss.
As early as 5,000 years ago,
Emperor Shun appointed Qi as
Minister in Charge of Education.
Subsequent leaders in various dynasties
also attached great importance to
education. One could say that nearly
all administrative units were at the
service of education, evident by the
fact that the Ministry of Propriety was
prioritized among all the ministries
under the prime minister. This was
especially true during the early times
a n d h e i g h t o f t h e Q i n g d y n a s t y,
when the emphasis on education
was most evident, with proprieties
being practiced, and experts on
Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism
invited to lecture in the imperial
court. At that time, the emperor and
his civil officials and military attaché
would study the ancient classics
together. Complete Library of the Four
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Branches of Literature contains “Daily
Explanation of the Four Books” and
other classics, clearly demonstrating
the lecture contents conducted during
the reigns of Emperor Qianlong and
Emperor Kangxi.
Some say “the 21 st century is a
century that belongs to the Chinese.”
Some Western countries fear that the
rise of China will lead to China ruling
the world, posing a threat to other
countries. Hence, they are anxious and
concerned, and they try to prevent this
from happening. In my opinion, the rise
of China will deﬁnitely not be one that
triumphs because of military power,
politics, science, technology, or the
economy. Instead, what will triumph is
a revival and spreading of traditional
Chinese culture!
P r o f e s s o r A r n o l d To y n b e e ,
British historian, asserted that “in
order to resolve the social problems
of the twenty-first century, we must
rely on the teachings of Confucius
and Mencius, and on Mahayana
Buddhism.” The teachings of
Confucius and Mencius propound
“benevolence, righteousness, loyalty,
and forgiveness,” and Mahayana
Buddhism promotes “sincerity and
compassion.” Both emphasise a culture
of love and sincerity. When we calmly
look at the chaos and uncertainties that
we face today, we will understand that
if we truly want to save the world, we
can only do so by reviving the values
of “earnestness, sincerity, and love,”
which are the core values in traditional

Chinese culture.
Traditional Chinese culture is a
culture of love and harmony. The five
moral relationships, the five principal
virtues, the four moral standards, and
the eight virtues are the core values
of a culture that promotes the innate
goodness of all human beings. In his
speech during the groundbreaking
ceremony of the Malaysian Academy of
the Han Studies, the Prime Minister of
Malaysia, YAB Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib
bin Tun Abdul Razak, pointed out that
“when Admiral Cheng Ho came to
Melaka in the 15th century......having
the greatest power, he could have easily
destroyed or conquered the sultanate
of Melaka. But he chose to come with
the hand of friendship......Why did
he do that? Admiral Cheng Ho and
the people of China had the wisdom,
the values and the characters, which
they believed, their action would be a
testimony to China being a civilized
nation; they came to make friends and
not to conquer.” This illustrates fully
the peaceful nature of the Chinese
culture and its stand on “loving all
beings.”
2. The Signiﬁcance of the Reappearance
of Compilation of Books and Writings on
the Important Governing Principles

T h e Ta n g d y n a s t y i n C h i n a
was a golden era, a period where
diversified cultures lived together
harmoniously. Emperor Taizong, Li
Shimin [599-649] was magnanimous
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and very broad-minded. He humbly
learned from the scriptures of all
religions and philosophical schools,
and promoted the study of traditional
Chinese culture throughout the country.
Not only was Emperor Taizong a
patron of Buddhism, he was also the
supporter of all religions. He respected
and protected religions, and he was
sufficiently open-minded to accept all
religions and to treat them equally.
All the virtuous and knowledgeable
religious leaders were esteemed as the
king’s advisors, and he often sought
their counsel.
In the ninth year of the Reign of
Zhenguan [635], Christian missionary
Alopen brought Christianity, then
known as zongjiao, to China. Emperor
Taizong sent Fang Xuanling, the prime
minister, to receive and welcome
Alopen. In the 12th year of the Reign of
Zhenguan, Emperor Taizong decreed
the building of a church at Yining Lane
in Chang'an, the capital. This church
was called the Persian Temple by
Imperial Decree, and it was built for the
Christians to propagate their faith.
Another religion that had
arrived in Tang dynasty China before
Christianity was Islam. It was said that
during the Reign of Wude of Emperor
Gaozong, Taizong’s father, that the
founder of Islam, Prophet Muhammad
who was alive at the time, asked four
of his disciples to go to China with the
teachings of Islam. One of his disciples,
Saad ibn Abī Waqqās, came via the
Persian Gulf and arrived at Guangzhou

in the early years of the Reign of
Zhenguan [627]. He established the
Commenmorate the Saint Mosque in
memory of the Prophet.
Emperor Taizong showed how
a country could treat all religions
equally. All religions are, in fact,
excellent educations containing the
wise experiences of the saints and
prophets, and can help a country to
teach its people to achieve harmony
and stability.
The biggest contribution that
E m p e r o r Ta i z o n g m a d e w a s t h e
compilation of a book, Compilation of
Books and Writings on the Important
Governing Principles — a compilation
of books and writings on the important
governing principles of ancient China.
At the tender age of sixteen,
Emperor Taizong joined the army in his
father’s forces to stop the turmoil that
was going on in the country. For more
than ten years, he dwelt on military
matters. After he ascended to the throne
at the age of twenty-seven, he laid
down his armor and began to promote
culture and education, paying particular
attention to the principles of governing
and bringing peace to the country. He
sought to rejuvenate the nation from
the aftermath of civil strife by restoring
order to life.
A l t h o u g h Ta i z o n g w a s a n
intelligent, brave, and eloquent man, he
regretted that his military expeditions
had prevented him from much formal
education. He also learned from the
mistakes made by the fallen Sui dynasty
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and realized that to start a new dynasty
was no easy task and to sustain it was
even harder. Hence, during his reign, he
encouraged his ministers to point out
his mistakes and to candidly criticize
his policies. To make up for lost time,
Emperor Taizong ordered two of his
advisors, Wei Zheng and Yu Shinan,
to comb through all the historical
records on governing principles from
the Six Classics, the Four Collections
of History and the Hundreds of Schools
and to extract the wise lessons, ideas,
methods, and experiences related to the
cultivation of oneself; management of
family, governing, and ways to bring
about world peace.
The result was a collection, titled
Compilation of Books and Writings on
the Important Governing Principles,
which excerpted main points from
14,000 books and 89,000 scrolls of
ancient writings — 500,000 words
in all, and covering sixty-five book
categories — dating from the era of the
Five Legendary Emperors to the Jin
dynasty.
This truly is a treasured
compilation on governing principles
that can bring about peace and order. In
his foreword, Wei Zheng wrote: “When
used in the present, it will allow us to
examine and learn from our ancient
history. When passed down, it will
benefit our descendants.” Emperor
Taizong admired the broad, yet concise
compilation, and read it every day,
saying, “It is you, my ministers, whose
efforts enabled me to learn from the

ancients, and made me clear when faced
with issues. ”
Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, in his speech
on the Three Principles of the People
(Principle of Nationalism 4th lecture),
said, “The advancements in science
and material civilization in Europe
happened mostly in the last 200 years.
When it comes to the essence of
political philosophy, Europeans still
need to look to China for answers.
You all know that the best scholars
c o m e f r o m G e r m a n y. B u t t o d a y,
German scholars are studying Chinese
philosophies as well as Buddhism from
India to correct the bias in science.”
Our ancestors have great wisdom,
ideologies, methods, experiences,
and have achieved great results. They
all come from thousands of years
of experience in self-discipline and
studies, self-cultivation, managing
the family, and governing a country.
Compilation of Books and Writings on
the Important Governing Principles is
indeed most precious! It is a treasured
compilation that can inspire the global
revival of traditional Chinese culture
and moral education. If we can fully
comprehend and apply these principles,
world peace can be achieved in the
near future. If we do not follow these
principles of governance, we will
be inviting endless catastrophes and
tragedies.
Compilation of Books and
Writings on the Important Governing
Principles had disappeared from
circulation for close to 1,000 years,
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since the beginning of the Song
d y n a s t y. F o r t u n a t e l y, t h e r e i s a
complete manuscript in the Japanese
Kanazawa Bunko Museum, handcopied by Japanese monks. The
Japanese returned the books to
China in the 60th year of the Reign of
Emperor Qianlong, and in the second
decade of the twentieth century, the
books became the master copy for
the Four Series Books published by
the Commercial Press [Shanghai] as
well as publications used by Taiwan.
At the end of 2010, I was fortunate
to obtain a copy of Compilation of
Books and Writings on the Important
Governing Principles. I read the work
repeatedly and am ﬁlled with immense
joy. Eternal stability and world peace
can be brought about by the cultural
teachings of our ancient saints and
sages. Realizing that the reappearance
of Compilation of Books and Writings
on the Important Governing Principles
carries a sacred mission, I ordered
10,000 copies to be printed by the
World Book Company, to be presented
to political parties and various leaders
in China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan,
and around the world, for them to share
the essence of governance. This would
be immensely helpful for creating a
harmonious society and a peaceful
world!
Compilation of Books and
Writings on the Important Governing
Principles is now included in the main
curriculum of the Central Party School
of the Communist Party of China. I

have also recommended this book
to many world leaders and religious
leaders, and it was extremely wellreceived. For example, the former Prime
Minister of Malaysia, Tun Dr Mahathir
bin Mohamad, heard me introducing
the book and expressed his wish to
see the English translation as soon as
possible. Hence, I entrusted the teachers
at the Chung Hua Cultural Education
Centre with the task of extracting 360
quotes from Compilation of Books and
Writings on the Important Governing
Principles, adding commentaries,
translating them into modern Chinese,
and then into English. This edition,
known as the Compilation of Books and
Writings on the Important Governing
Principles 360 Book I, enables readers
to read a quote a day and finish the
book in one year.
After the English translation of
Compilation of Books and Writings on
the Important Governing Principles
360 was completed, I immediately
presented a copy to Tun Mahathir,
and he was extremely delighted.
After reading this book, the current
Malaysian Prime Minister, YAB Dato’
Sri Mohd Najib, said: “The values in
Compilation of Books and Writings on
the Important Governing Principles
should be embraced by leaders,
ministers, and officials because the
values can help us implement wellrounded policies for the benefit of the
people.”
I strongly believe that Compilation
of Books and Writings on the Important
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Governing Principles can help the
world resolve conflicts and bring forth
world peace and stability. I hope that
the world will be forever free of war,
forever free of conflict, and human
beings of all races can live happy
and fulfilling lives. Carrying out the
teachings in Compilation of Books and
Writings on the Important Governing
Principles can certainly make these
dreams a reality. Thus, the 21st century
will be a century of the Chinese culture
and a century in which Compilation of
Books and Writings on the Important
Governing Principles will exude its
radiance!
3. The Methods Used in Studying and
Promoting Traditional Chinese Culture

The teachings of the saints and
sages — an embodiment of the true
self-nature of all beings — transcend
time and space. Even now, they still
hold true. The key learning method
hinges on two words: sincerity and
respect. Qu Li says, “Reverence to all
at all time." Emperor Kangxi of the
Qing dynasty said, “When interacting
with his people, the ruler should
fundamentally be respectful.” He also
said, “Sincerity and respect are the
essence of all the teachings that have
been passed down through thousands
of years.” The prominent Song scholar
Chengzi said, “Respect triumphs over
all evils.” Great Buddhist Master
Yinguang said, “One percent sincerity
and respect allows one to reap one

percent benefit. One hundred percent
sincerity and respect allows one to
reap 100 percent beneﬁt.”
These sayings manifest the fact
that in order to cultivate ourselves,
advance our virtues, help people, and
benefit the world, only sincerity and
respect is of utmost importance. If we
lack respect and sincerity toward the
teachings of ancient sages and virtuous
emperors and kings, little beneﬁt will be
gained even if we had read the ancient
texts extensively.
The words “sincerity” and
“respect” also correspond with the
teachings of Great Learning, which
explains: “If a scholar undertakes the
path of the saints and sages (to dwell
on the ultimate kindness), he should
first have his mind set, and then he
would be able to concentrate without
being swayed by wandering thoughts.
By doing so, he would be calm and
peaceful in both favourable and adverse
situations. With more practice, he
would acquire wisdom and would have
insight into ideologies expounded by
the ancient saints and sages. Ultimately
he would achieve the status of the saints
and sages.
C u r r e n t l y, C o m p i l a t i o n o f
Books and Writings on the Important
Governing Principles has spurred
great attention and interest from many,
but qualified teachers are needed to
continue its propagation. The Malaysian
Academy of Han Studies is the ideal
place to train such teachers.
The contents of Compilation of
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Books and Writings on the Important
Governing Principles was extracted
from sixty-five ancient classics. We
would need at least sixty teachers to
focus on one classic for a long period of
time before they can become the world’s
leading scholars in Han Studies, and
to teach and practice what they teach.
Resources permitting, I hope groups
of three teachers can be formed for
each classic. This would require a total
of about 200 teachers. For instance,
an Analects study group, a Book of
Changes study group, a Classic of
History study group, a Book of Poetry
study group, and so forth.
All the teachers would need to
be selfless and not pursue personal
benefits. They would need to make
up their minds to become sages for
the sake of eternal world peace and
the happiness of humankind. They
would need to contribute their love
and wisdom by dedicating ten years
to study just one classic. It is essential
that they combine knowledge with
practice. After ten years, they would
become the most renowned experts on
Han studies.
These experts in the sixty-five
subjects would be the living book of
Compilation of Books and Writings on
the Important Governing Principles,
and they would become masters in the
principles of governance. The teachers
could then explain the essence of the
sixty-five classics to the world every
day via distance-learning tools and
media, providing training for the next

generation of teachers. Thus, traditional
Chinese culture could be passed down
and would be the leading culture in
the world! Traditional Chinese culture
is the heritage of all human beings.
It belongs to everyone. Everyone
should learn and practice it for the
achievement of eternal peace in the
world!
I am eighty-six years old.
Although I have this vision, I may not
have the energy to make this vision
come true. I can only hope that good
people will vow to assume the sacred
responsibility to accomplish this
meritorious project, to continue the
magniﬁcent teachings of the saints and
sages, and to bring forth world peace
and harmony for many generations
to come. These people would indeed
be the manifestions of Buddhas,
bodhisattvas, and saviours.
Conclusion

Dear distinguished guests, you
are all experts in the ﬁeld of education.
You shoulder the mission to teach
and train the brilliant leaders of
tomorrow. I sincerely hope that all of
you will aspire to learn Compilation of
Books and Writings on the Important
Governing Principles, so that you
can gather the great wisdom of our
ancestors, not only to widely promote
the cultural teachings, but also to train
the next generation of educators. That
would be truly commendable! I hope a
satellite TV station can be established
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to broadcast lectures of Compilation of
Books and Writings on the Important
Governing Principles to the world
twenty-four hours a day.
If we can propagate the teachings
of the saints and sages, I believe that all
would be awakened in the near future!
All these are dependent on our shared
vision and joint effort. I sincerely
wish for the successful completion
of this meaningful task, and an early
attainment of the commonwealth state.
Today, I share the wish of all sentient
beings and pray for this to come true.
Thank you!

May I wish good health to the
Malaysian government leaders,
May peace and prosperity be with you!
All the best to you!
Respectfully,
Chin Kung AM
Chairman of the Pure Land Learning
College Association, Australia
Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Hong Kong Buddhist Education
Foundation, Hong Kong
Hon. Professor, University of
Queensland, Australia
Hon. Professor, Grifﬁth
University, Australia

Not seeking the Five Desires, the throne, afﬂuence, self enjoyment, or great fame,
but upholding and practicing the proper dharma to always be pure,
and adorn the land with teachings ﬁrst, forever eradicate suffering,
beneﬁting the world, this is the arising mind of a bodhisattva.
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A Letter to Prime Minister Najib Razak
of Malaysia
Your Excellency Prime Minister Najib
Razak,
It was a great pleasure to
have Your Excellency attend the
groundbreaking ceremony of the
Malaysian Academy of Han Studies a
few months ago. The three thousand
participants present were greatly
inspired by your high praise regarding
the Chinese culture of harmony. Your
Excellency has provided the greatest
example of mutual respect and global
exchange of traditional culture that I
gratefully admire.
The essence of China’s culture of
ﬁve thousand years is embodied in the
Complete Library of the Four Branches
of Literature, and the complete wisdom
of Buddha is embodied in the Qianlong
Great Buddhist Canon. These Chinese
classics have all profoundly expounded
the teachings of morality, ethics and
causality, reflecting on the cultivation
of oneself, harmony of family
relationships, stability of the country,
and peace of the world. These classics
have captured wisdom, concepts,
methods, experience and effect of
practicing loving-kindness, loyalty and
consideration for thousands of years,
which is a worthy goal for modern
people. These classics are all written
in classical Chinese, so to inherit and
propagate the wisdom of ancient saints

and sages will require the cultivation of
teachers. I have been praying for many
years for receiving two books that
contain the utmost essence: Compilation
of Chinese Literature on Cultivation
(Guo Xue Zhi Yao) and the Imperial
Compilation of Books on the Principles
of Governing (Qun Shu Zhi Yao). I
finally received them last year and
printed ten thousand copies of each for
immediate donation. These two books
can be used as the standard textbooks
for teaching classical Chinese at the
Malaysian Academy of Han Studies. I
will be very pleased to provide them to
friends who are enthusiastically fond of
Chinese classics all over the world.
We will more than welcome the
teachers from local community in
Malaysia to learn classical Chinese
t o g e t h e r. I p r e v i o u s l y h a d t h e
opportunity to visit the United Kingdom
twice, including the University of
Cambridge and various colleges of the
University of London. I had a chance
to witness how lecturers and students
mastered classical Chinese. In no
more than three years, they became
competent in both reading classical
Chinese as well as writing.
The renowned British historian,
Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee, once said that
in order to resolve the social problems
of the twenty-first century, we must
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rely on the teachings of Confucius and
Mencius, and on Mahayana Buddhism.
Both are in China. It is conceivable that
in the foreseeable future the world will
surely enter a brand new era of restoring
Sinology and bring beneﬁts to mankind.
However, the restoration of traditional
Sinology requires an extensive amount
of teaching resources. Therefore,
the merits of cultivating teachers are
countless and benefits to humanity are
incomparable. These merits belong
to Your Excellency! I sincerely wish
that Malaysia is prosperous and that
Malaysian people can live in lasting
peace! I pray that there will never be
any disaster in Malaysia!

M y h e a l t h i s s a t i s f a c t o r y. I
currently lecture on Sutras and read
Sutras for four hours, respectively,
every day in Hong Kong. I pray for the
blessings and protection of the God
of all religions and ancestors, for the
restoring of traditional teachings of the
saints and sages of all ethnicities, and
for eliminating natural and man-made
disasters globally.
Finally, I wish Your Excellency
longevity, good health and the best of
good fortune! I wish your family good
health and every success!

Education is foremost in
establishing a peaceful country
and a harmonious family.
Everyone, from the ruler to
common people,
must regard cultivation of oneself
as most essential.
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Chin Kung AM
At the age of Eighty-Six
April 19th ,2012

Profile of
Venerable Master Chin Kung, AM
Venerable Master Chin Kung
AM (b. 1927) is an eminent monk in
the Pure Land school of Mahayana
Buddhism. Master Chin Kung has
learned Buddhism for almost sixty
years and lectured on Buddhism for
over fifty years. He is advisor to over
100 Amitabha Buddhist Societies and
Pure Land Learning Centres worldwide,
and founder of the Pure Land
Learning College Association, Inc. in
Toowoomba, Australia.
Master Chin Kung pioneered
the use of the Internet and satellite
television in propagating the Buddha’
s teachings. His recorded lectures are
distributed in books and on DVDs,
CDs, and videotapes. He has sponsored
the printing and distribution of the
Buddhist Canon; Buddhist sutras,
books, and images as well as books on
moral education. All these are freely
distributed worldwide. To this day,
the Master still teaches tirelessly on a
daily basis. His lectures are broadcasted
live via satellite television and the
Internet to audiences around the world.
Currently he is giving two-hour lectures
on the Infinite Life Sutra over the
Internet.
Born in Lujiang County, Anhui
Province, China, the Master studied
Buddhism and the classics under the
guidance of Professor Fang Dongmei, a

great philosopher of his time; Zhangjia
Living Buddha, a renowned monk of
the Tibetan Buddhist tradition; and
Mr. Li Bingnan, a lay practitioner and
master of Buddhism. In 1959, Master
Chin Kung became a monk at Linji
Temple in Yuanshan, Taipei and was
given the Dharma name Chin Kung,
which means “pure emptiness.” He has
served as instructor at the Tripitaka
Institute at Shipu Temple, professor of
the School of Philosophy at the Chinese
Culture University, and president of the
Chinese Buddhist College.
Master Chin Kung has held
the following positions in Taiwan:
in 1960; member of the Propagating
Teachings Committee and the Records
Committee of the Buddhist Association
of the Republic of China in 1961; head
instructor at the Buddhist Seminar for
University Students at the Buddhist
Association of the Republic of China
in 1962; research fellow of Buddhism
at the Chinese Academia Institute;
professor and editor of the Association
of Buddhist Sutras, Commentaries,
and Translations of Taiwan in 1973;
professor of the Spiritual Living
Course for East Asian Catholics at Fu
Jen Catholic University in 1975; and
president of the Chinese Pure Land
Practice Research Institute in 1979.
Master Chin Kung also founded
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the Hwa Dzan Dharma Giving
Association, Taiwan; the Hwa Dzan
Buddhist Audio-Visual Library, Taiwan;
and the Corporate Body of the Buddha
Educational Foundation, Taiwan.
In recognition of his achievements
in building interfaith harmony and
fostering world peace, Master Chin
Kung has been awarded a number
of honorary doctorate degrees and
professorships by various Australian
and overseas universities including
the University of Queensland, Griffith
University, and the University of
Southern Queensland, Australia; and
Syarif Hidayatullan State Islamic
University, Jakarta, Indonesia. He
is the Honorary Founding Patron of
the Australian Centre for Peace and
Conflict Studies at the University of
Queensland.
In 2005, Master Chin Kung was
appointed to the Member of the Order
of Australia in the General Division by
Queen Elizabeth II. He was recognised
for service to the Buddhist community
in Queensland, particularly through
the propagation of Buddhism and
the fostering of interfaith activities
between diverse ethnic groups, and
to the community through support for
educational and health institutions.
In 2009, Master Chin Kung was
appointed as an International Trustee
of Religions for Peace an international
peace organization. Its mission is to
create multi-religious partnerships to
confront issues such as stopping war,
ending poverty, and protecting the

earth.
Master Chin Kung’s teachings
can be summed up by the following
principles for practice: “true sincerity,
p u r i t y o f m i n d , e q u a l i t y, p r o p e r
understanding, compassion, seeing
through, letting go, attaining freedom,
according with proper conditions, and
being mindful of Amitabha Buddha.”
His message of loving-kindness
and compassion for all has been the
central theme of his life-long teaching.
Harboring thoughts of sincerity, respect,
humility, and harmony and dedication
to help all beings to gain long-lasting
happiness and joy has been his meaning
of life.
Master Chin Kung has lectured
on Buddhism and classics, such as the
Avatamsaka Sutra, the Lotus Sutra,
The Surangama Sutra, and so forth, for
ﬁfty-three years, but specializes on Pure
Land Buddhism. He will dedicate his
later years in studying and propagating
the Inﬁnite Life Sutra.
Master’s Three Teachers

Venerable Master Chin Kung spent
thirteen years studying the classics,
history, philosophy, and Buddhism
under the guidance of Professor Fang
Dongmei, a great philosopher of his
time; Zhangjia Living Buddha, an
eminent monk of the Tibetan Buddhist
tradition; and Mr. Li Bingnan, a lay
practitioner and master of Buddhism.
In 1953, after winning recognition
from Professor Fang Dongmei, Master
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Chin Kung started to learn philosophy
from Prof. Fang. When introducing
the philosophy of the Buddhist sutras,
Prof. Fang said, “The Buddha was
a great philosopher, a great sage.
Buddhist sutras contain a higher degree
of philosophy, and learning Buddhism
is the greatest enjoyment in life.”
Professor Fang’s comments attracted
Master Chin Kung who began studying
Buddhism.
After one month, recommended
by Mr. Ming Mengjing, Master Chin
Kung started to learn Buddhism from
Zhangjia Living Buddha. This study
continued for three years until the great
master’s death. Zhangjia Living Buddha
told him to read the Chronology of
Buddha Sakyamuni and the Biography
of Buddha Sakyamuni. Zhangjia
Great Master also taught him to see
through and let go, thus helping him to
establish a solid foundation for learning
Buddhism.

Zhangjia Living Buddha passed
away. Master Chin Kung followed his
guidance and decided to dedicate the
rest of his life to the propagation of
Buddhism. He hoped his devotion to
Buddhism would beneﬁt all beings.
In 1958, Mr. Ju Jinzhou, a lay
Buddhist and the owner of Taiwan Sutra
Publishing House, suggested to Master
Chin Kung that he go to Taichung
where he learned Buddhism from
Mr. Li Bingnan and remained under
M r. L i ’s g u i d a n c e f o r t e n y e a r s .
During those years, Master learned
to lecture on five different Buddhist
sutras (Sutra on Ananda Asking about
the Good Fortune and Misfortune of
Learning the Buddha’s Teachings,
Amitabha Sutra, Chapter of the Vows
and Practices of Samantabhadra,
Diamond Sutra, and Shurangama
Sutra). Mr. Li taught Master Chin
Kung that “Ultimate sincerity
touches all.”
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ʷȠȠʷ౺Ҝሶ᪀ㅹጁ⸄⓪ᅗञણᏳ⩇ᄞ࿙דᏳ⩇֢ंણ
ጁ ⓪
Ᏻ ᄞ
Ᏻ ֢
̤ȯҤẌʑŊ≘ᘍో᧚⫾ɿΤȵ൳ȶȵȶȵපȶ⃛
ሷણȯȵ൳ȶᆯᆹᆹԀԀ൳ᕒȮోȮट߸┋
ʠසȯȵȶᆯᄞໟΩ⚠ʶഩːʃϘʃβŊҝᔌᤀ
ẜȯȵපȶԅᆯ˫૰ප˒๔ʠൔଃഩट߸┋ȯᣅዮ
ṵോॉंŊఢᣅԞዮℋඎ҅ᮝȯ

Ven Master Chin Kung was awarded Honorary Professorship and Doctorate Degree from Grifﬁth University
in Aug 2002.

ʷȠȠʽ౺ʪሶॉᲁ᧚ᙜ᠑ᙐᆑं⚄ⅶᴏ˩⠧ㅹ⫾
ȠȠʽ౺ʪሶॉᲁ᧚ᙜ᠑ᙐᆑं⚄ⅶᴏ˩⠧ㅹ⫾ AM դὁ
դὁ
֟⬤
⎞ᛍἇ≘ᘍోŊ⊾હ≘ːଃघҀᄽջᄞ⋀⎞શᄞߨ᱿֟⬤
⪯᪇ȯ

Ven Master Chin Kung received the Order of Australia
alliia
a
a
(AM) in Sep 05 from Governor General Quentin Bryce,
yc
ce
e,
representing the Queen in recognition of his outstanding
ding
di
in
ng
g
contribution in promoting multi-faith harmony.
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ʪɺɺʶ˴രŊᆑं⚄ञણᛖ≘ᘍో᱿ᇜרᣅʊ᮹
ُ౹ϝӛ⸅ञ᱿⪯᪇Ŋᣅᅞ͵˩⠧ӛౌߡもሳ⩀Ŋ᧚ㅹ
⫾Ᏻ⩇֢ंדᏳ⩇ᄞ࿙ㆊ⺔ʵ≘ᘍోȯㅯᔍߌℳŊ≘ᘍ
ోघᓝ˩⠧ጁ⸄⓪ᅗञણȮᆑं⚄ञણאԽߡもُ౹ሳ
⩀Ŋʏᅠሳʑ̳ⴎטʙ㆛ᱹ⤵ȯ

In 2003, Ven Master Chin Kung was awarded Honorary Professorship and Honorary PhD by University
of Queensland and Grifﬁth University in Australia.

ʷȠȠ߈౺ʪሶ≘ᘍోᏳ᪀֬ଛऑӴƣⳭˁⵣཚ
ȠȠ߈౺ʪሶ≘ᘍోᏳ᪀֬ଛऑӴƣⳭˁⵣཚ
ߊᄞञણᏳ⩇֢ंȯԡߊᄞञણㅹᱹᏳ⩇ણ̤ʵҢ
˟શᄞːंʠ㈪͛ȯዮᅞ⩛ဗ≘ᘍోᯃᮝ⎐Իᅠશ
ᄞᄞ⋀ŊʈʃӠશᄞỚᅭŊⳖʊ᮹ُ౹ȯ

In Sep 2004, the Syarif Hidayatullah State
Islamic University commended Ven Master
Chin Kung for his effort in promoting religious
harmony and Master was awarded Honorary
Doctorate Degree.

㈸͗⣫ˁₗ㈪߱ȵ㈸͗⣫ˁឤણずȶ᱿☾ߧʀ‘Ŋ˫⠧ᄄྃ⎞ṗṵŊ≘ᘍో㔧զឤણずŊⴃൂמ
ː᱿ᄞણᅞᘍŊɺᛖҘŊᆹ☧ΔŊ֓౺૾ᄋɺⵒҤȯ֓౺രⳆˀ≘ోⵣ⩐ໞʊ᮹Ὦɺᙟ᱿ឤણ
Ŋ᳠ᔌЗ༫З⃥ᄽջŊЗ༫ञʧ̲ᘍȯ

Prime Minister Najib Razak put his signature on the drawing of the Malaysian Academy of Han
Studies in order to show his support and blessings. Ven Master Chin Kung encouraged prospective
lecturers to follow the example of the ancients. They were suggested to choose one classic and
delve deeply into it and immerse themselves for ten years. After ten years, they will become world
class Dharma masters to inherit and pass on traditional culture and Mahayana Buddhism.

ʷȠɺɺ౺֓ሶŊ㈪ₗ≘⎞)߈(ᘍోະⴎӛౌ㈸͗⣫ˁឤણず᱿Ւ߭ҤẌŊሳʑ≘ᘍోḻŊឤણ
Ƞ
౺֓
౺֓
㈪
㈪
ₗ
ₗ 
⎞≘ᘍ
≘ᘍోະⴎӛ
ోະⴎӛ
ోະ
ⴎӛౌ ͗
ឤણず
ឤણ
ず᱿
᱿Ւ߭ҤẌ
Ւ߭
߭Ҥ
ҤẌ
Ẍ ሳʑ≘
ʑ≘ᘍో
ో
ឤણ
ᆯҚːㆩ᱿ᄽջᬪŊˑ㓯߸ᅞ⦓᳠ϝŊⳆΤߡଔߡᘣᖁમŊㆺ⦲ジㅯŊ㈪⬀≘ᘍో᱿⣲ȯ

In October 2011, Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak (R4) and Ven Master Chin Kung were invited
to attend the ground-breaking ceremony of the Malaysian Academy of Han Studies. Ven Master Chin
Kung emphasized that Han studies is the cultural wealth of humanity. Whichever country treasures
it, the country will be prosperous and people will live in peace. Mr. Razak endorsed the Master’s
foresight very much.
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ʷȠȠʽ౺֓ሶŊ≘ᘍో⎞㈸͗⣫ˁ㈪㈸≘ⲥٻ㈪ᓝሳㄇȯ≘ဏۊŊॖ̬ջ⤟ᯍԊʊ᮹᳷घ᱿⠢Ἄ
ᢤザŝ≘ᘍో⦞ຮ⤵Ŋ⋱ഺߨશᄞ┮༆Ŋԅ⋱ഛㅨߡȮᄎ㔋⎞∌ᅭ׳ᅞㄇ᱿ُ⧒̳Ŋջ⤟ỚỚ
⠢Ἄᵡȯ≘⊝ᆙᱺʴŊʏᛖ⠧⬀ŊᓝᅺἼ֯ⴎ⦼≘ᘍోאԽ֓ʷሶᅠひࠋץ᱿ȵᘘⳭҚُ
౹⧄࣪ȶȯ

In October 2005, Venerable Master Chin Kung met with Malaysian Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir. Dr.
Mahathir asked how to solve problems and conﬂicts in today’s world.

ʷȠȠɼ౺ҜሶŊ㈸≘⎞≘ⲥٻᘍోᅠȵⳇ⳧શᄞُ⧒⎞ߨⳭ⎐ʊ᮹ُ౹ȶ⧄࣪ʑטʙྃːʘᅗ⸄
ቦ⸉҅הᮝʠ⥏ۊȯ

Tan Sri Lee Kim Yew hosted an interview in the “World Peace through Religious Unity and Harmony”
Forum in Aug 2007. Dr. Mahathir and Master were his special guests.
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ʷȠɺɺ౺ʪሶʷ֓ʽᅺŊ㈸͗⣫ˁひࠋŊ┋ːશᄞ⧄࣪ʀŊᛍἇ≘ᘍో⎞Ԋ㈪㈸≘ⲥٻņɼŇ
Ƞɺɺ౺ʪሶʷ֓ʽᅺŊ㈸͗⣫ˁひࠋŊ┋ːશᄞ⧄࣪ʀŊᛍἇ≘ᘍో⎞Ԋ㈪㈸≘ⲥٻņɼŇ
ɺɺ౺ʪሶʷ֓ʽᅺŊ㈸͗⣫ˁひࠋŊ┋ːશᄞ⧄࣪ʀŊᛍἇ≘ᘍో⎞Ԋ㈪㈸≘ⲥٻņɼŇ
Ҡᱹ⠧ʙ㆛រ⧾ŊՒ㈸͗⣫ˁશᄞُ⧒ȯ׳શᄞㅽ⡇༆༆ᣅʊ᮹ُ౹ṆẎŊߨॖɺːȯ

At the religious forum attended by more than ten thousand people on 25 September 2011 in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, Ven Master Chin Kung and Former Prime Minster Tun Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad
(R7) delivered keynote speeches promoting religious harmony in Malaysia. The religious leaders,
united hand-in-hand like one family, prayed for world peace together.

ʷȠȠҜ౺ʽሶŊȵ㈸͗⣫ˁघҀશᄞʑߡ≙ૣߨُ⧒ʠᅧȶ⥏ۊʑߡʽञશᄞȯ⥿ߨ᮫㈸͗⣫ˁҞञશ
ᄞߨ㋤᱿ʙౌȮ̦ྃȮずُሳໞȯẌ⦼≘ᘍోᣅらߨㆰۊȯ̤⥏אᅠᣏ㍇ቌ㕑᱿ᅘᯖ̀ᅗ⚄ણ
ず⎞ᅘᯖ̀ᅗ⚄֠ሳᾀ⚠ȯ

In May 2008, as group advisor, Ven Master Chin Kung accompanied religious leaders of the 6
religions in Malaysia on a visit to places like Xinjiang Academy of Islamic Scriptural Studies and
Xinjiang Islam Association in Urumqi, China.
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ʷȠȠҞ౺֓ሶŊ⊓ߡᄞẤᄽↈ˫ᄞ⋀⎞ُ౹ᣅԊဏŊ⎞ᘣߡԞ˩⠧⦞ⴎ᠑ᙐᛍશણずᅠᘍߡఫ㓷ⅶ
ȠȠҞ౺֓ሶŊ⊓ߡᄞẤᄽↈ˫ᄞ⋀⎞ُ౹ᣅԊဏŊ⎞ᘣߡԞ˩⠧⦞ⴎ᠑ᙐᛍશણずᅠᘍߡఫ㓷ⅶ
Ҟ౺֓ሶŊ⊓ߡᄞẤᄽↈ˫ᄞ⋀⎞ُ౹ᣅԊဏŊ⎞ᘣߡԞ˩⠧⦞ⴎ᠑ᙐᛍશણずᅠᘍߡఫ㓷ⅶ
ⵒŊ⎠⠗ᣅቅɿट᱿ȵ2550౺ᔊ⠡ࢩῃᙙՒȶȯ≘ᘍో⦦ᆙŊᔍሳ⩀Ჿ᱿ሷɿŘɺȮ⨢ᆙશᄞᆯߨ˫ר
᱿řʷȮːᖁᆯ˫רᄞ॑᱿řɿȮЗ⃥ᄽջᄞ⋀ᅠ˩ḽሳŊ˜ᛖң૪ᮢĿ
In response to UNESCO’s invitation, Pure Land Learning College organized a 3-day event, titled
“Celebration of the 2550th Anniversary of the Buddha” at UNESCO HQ in Paris in Oct 2006. Ven
Master Chin Kung explained that religions can work together, people can be taught to become
bet¬ter, and the education of traditional culture is more relevant than ever in today’s world.

ʷȠȠʪ౺ʷሶŊ᮫ጁ⸄⓪ᅗञણ⎞ᛍશણずᅠల⸄ᅗఱᄎೕʙⲄȵ᠑ᙐדˁठ߸֒Ⳗُ౹⎞ُ⧒
ȠȠʪ౺ʷሶŊ᮫ጁ⸄⓪ᅗञણ⎞ᛍશણずᅠల⸄ᅗఱᄎೕʙⲄȵ᠑ᙐדˁठ߸֒Ⳗُ౹⎞ُ⧒
ʠघҀશᄞ㋧உሳ⩀ȶŊ˫ȳʊ᮹શᄞᆯɺȴᣅʙ㆛Ŋ᪀വʴᥖᣊߊㅨȯ͗⎊᠑ᙐȮˁठ֓ҞΤʃ
߸֒ŊҠɺᱻ߈֓ҜΤߨ㋤Ŋ ʪỚ˫ʀʃશᄞ⋍ᇓŊҠʷᱻҜ֓ҜːאԽሳ⩀ȯ≘ᘍోᅠሳʑ⎐⥱ᆹ
⦲ŊघҀશᄞߨŊㅱ˫ᛖҘણ∳શᄞᄞ⋀ᣅ૪⫨ҙᚠŊԅ⋱᳠ᔌᣅُ⧒ḽሳȮُ⧒ʊ᮹ऽહࡣḞȯ
Grifﬁth University and Pure Land Learning College jointly organized the Interfaith Summit for Peace and
Harmony in Australia and the Asia-Paciﬁc Region, “One Humanity, Many Faiths” at Brisbane City Hall in Feb
2009. More than 600 religious representatives from more than 148 faith and religious organizations attended
the summit. Ven Master Chin Kung spoke about the importance of cooperation among all religions and faiths,
and the necessity to delve further into our own religious teachings as well as truly understand other faiths.
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ʷȠɺʷ౺ɿሶ֓ɼ⎏֓ʪᅺŊఱMr. Peter Taylor(ఢɺ)⎞ᛍἇ≘ᘍోະⴎӛౌᅠ᠑ᙐߧᄽఫ⎠⠗ʠघ
ఢɺ)⎞ᛍἇ≘ᘍోະⴎӛౌᅠ᠑ᙐߧᄽఫ⎠⠗ʠघ
)⎞ᛍἇ≘ᘍోະⴎӛౌᅠ᠑ᙐߧᄽఫ⎠⠗ʠघ
Ҁᄽջ⧄࣪ȯߧᄽఫଡᖁҠ֓┋ːŊશᄞሷ֓ಂỚŊᅭ∌घⳭҜ֓ಂΤŊᆯघҀᄽջ᱿ଅࡆȯ⎞ሳ᱿׳
શᄞ˩⠧ⵣశቃ૽Ⳇଅࡆ⥑ໞُ⧒ḻࡆఱȯᯍ߸ᄎಓדଡᖁⵣᄄྃᔍᐉบȯ

On 17-19 March 2012, Mr. Peter Taylor (L1), the Mayor of Toowoomba, and Ven Master Chin Kung
were invited to attend the forum title “Morality and Virtues: A Faith Perspective” in Toowoomba, Australia. Toowoomba is a city with an estimated population of one hundred thousand, and is comprised
of more than eighty ethnic groups and a dozen different religions. It is a typical multi-cultural city.
Delegates from all of the religions have reached a consensus on building the city into a model city
of harmony. The city council and local residents were all very supportive with this idea.
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ʷȠɺȠ౺ҞሶŊᛍἇ≘ᘍోະ㈸͗⣫ˁघҀᄽջશᄞ⥏ߨۊʠⴎŊཬ⥏ፐ╍דटʙᄞᄞᲁ
ȠɺȠ౺ҞሶŊᛍἇ≘ᘍోະ㈸͗⣫ˁघҀᄽջશᄞ⥏ߨۊʠⴎŊཬ⥏ፐ╍דटʙᄞᄞᲁ
Ƞ ɺȠ౺ҞሶŊᛍἇ≘ᘍోະ㈸͗⣫ˁघҀᄽջશᄞ⥏ߨۊʠⴎŊཬ⥏ፐ╍דटʙᄞᄞᲁ
Ƞ౺ҞሶŊᛍἇ≘ᘍోະ㈸͗⣫ˁघҀᄽջશᄞ⥏ߨۊʠⴎŊཬ⥏ፐ╍דटʙᄞᄞᲁ
Ƞ౺
Ƞ
౺ҞሶŊᛍἇ≘ᘍోະ㈸͗⣫ˁघҀᄽջશᄞ⥏ߨۊʠⴎŊཬ⥏ፐ╍דटʙᄞᄞᲁ
౺ Ҟሶ
Ҟ ሶ ᛍ ἇ≘
ἇ ≘ ᘍో
ᘍ ో ະ ͗⣫
ᘍోະ
⣫ घ ᄽջ
ᄽ ջ શᄞ
ᄞ⥏
ᄞ
⥏ ߨ
ߨʠⴎ
ߨʠ
ʠ ⴎ ཬ ⥏ ፐ╍
╍   דʙᄞ
ʙ ᄞ ᄞᲁ
ᄞᲁ
ᲁ

Ί֓Ҟʊȯ˅ᙟʑŊ≘ᘍో⦲Řશᄞᆯሱ॑᱿ᄞ⋀Ŋʑߡಂ֔౺᱿ỻહⅺᏳŊʙ⣬͗⎊ᅠߡ
ଃશᄞᄞ⋀᱿⸅⣶ȯ

In June 2010, Ven Master Chin Kung was invited to join the Malaysian inter-faith delegation
to visit the Vatican. Ven Master Chin Kung emphasized that religious education is what our
societies need today and that the religious education contributed greatly towards the long
periods of prosperity in Chinese history.

ʷȠɺɺ౺֓ሶŊ≘ᘍోҪಙະⴎӛౌȵፐ╍ʷȠɺɺ౺ʊ᮹ُ౹Ẏبᅺȶȯ≘ᘍోՎզሷ
᱿શᄞߊᔖӷᄞ⋀Ŋ⇵㈸ሷ߈ᱻघΤᄞࡩŊᾀᅠᆯ߈ᱻघΤણዮŊॖኞᕓΤᄞࡩⵣሷṘ⧾ᄞ
ણŊɺ౺രŊ⇵㈸ଔ᳠ᔌໞᣅ߸ʀटʙᄞ᱿⊊ࡆȮटࡩȯटʙᄞॖ⋱ㆊϝⳆΤḻ㔄ŊҢ˟
શᄞʬሳ⭢┮ϝȯⳆᑂ߸ଔሷᄗʴŊḽሳଔُ⧒ʴȯ

In October 2011, Ven Master Chin Kung was once again invited to visit the Vatican to participate in its “World Day of Prayer for Peace” gathering. The Master encouraged all religions
to restore religious education. There are more than four hundred churches in Rome where
there will be more than four hundred schools. If priests of each school can teach the teachings of Christianity, then Rome will become a most Holy City of Christianity within a year.
If Christians can take the initiative and identify a trial site, other religions will imitate. Then
world peace and harmony will be achieved.
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ʷȠɺɺ౺֓ሶ֓ʽᅺŊᛍἇ≘ᘍోະⴎӛౌᅘԽࠋȱ˚ḽሳ᱿શᄞȲ⧄࣪ʏϝʙ㆛រ⧾ȯ≘ᘍో⠧
ḻŊᅘԽࠋ׳ञશᄞ߱⳧֓ಂ౺ߨُᴑॖɺːŊໞᣅʊ᮹᱿⠧᪓Ŋశቃ׳શᄞ߱ߨ᱿ࡣḞʀሩⳖ
ɺᔎŊ׳શᄞણ∳ഢᔍ᱿ҤŊᵧⳬሷશᄞ᱿Ṙ⊊ⵣᆯɺ᳠Ṙ᱿ջ⯿ȮӠ⯿ȯ

On 15 October 2011, Ven Master Chin Kung was invited to give a keynote speech at a forum in Singapore
titled “Religions in a Modern World.” The Master stated that in the past decade, various religions in Singapore
had become harmonious and united, like one family. They set a great example for the world. On the basis of
religious cooperation, the Master hoped that all religions could take the next step to promote mutual learning
among religions. Mutual learning will help people realize that there is only one true God in the universe.

ᅘԽࠋ׳ञશᄞҠ༆ṗ֔Ẇ౺ᝐ㈶ᇄૈȯ

Representatives of nine religions in Singapore prayed for the Millennium Dinner Party.

घҀશᄞᅭ∌˅ᙟሱ॑᱿ᑨሳŊⒹ⳧ᅠߨӛߡ⥏ۊȯʷȠȠȠ౺ʽሶŊᅘԽࠋશᄞ⊓⦯ሳ߱≘ᘍో᱿ⴎ
ȠȠȠ౺ʽሶŊᅘԽࠋશᄞ⊓⦯ሳ߱≘ᘍో᱿ⴎ
౺ʽሶŊᅘԽࠋશᄞ⊓⦯ሳ߱≘ᘍో᱿ⴎ
⦼㔧զʁŊߨ⥏ۊʑߡŊאԽ˩⠧ሷ֓ㇷटҠᮝᙙ߱ɺ⬚Ŋᅠⱀ㌂อ൬᱿ᖎᖉʁŊջ⤟ʴቅ˫͗ᤀ
ഐぽȯ

The best way for inter-faith interaction is overseas tour. Encouraged by Ven Master Chin Kung,
Singapore IRO visited China in May 2000, the members became good friends with one another.
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ʷȠȠ߈౺֓ʷሶ֓ɼᅺ⎏ɿᅺŊᛍἇ≘ᘍోະⴎאԽ᮫ᄑ֬ଛԊⅶ⃥᭺శോ≘(ఢʷ)᪓ㅽ᱿֬ଛ
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The late Indonesian former President Wahid (L2), Ven Master Chin Kung and religious delegates
visited China on 17-23 Dec 2004 and were received by Mr Jia Qing Lin (L1), Chairman of Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Committee.
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Prof Dr Faisal Ismail, Secretary General for Ministry of Religious Affairs of Republic of Indonesia,
led a multi-faith delegation visiting Egypt, Italy and Vatican in the period between 19th and 25th
Jun 2004. Ven Master was invited as an advisor to this multi-faith group. This is a group photo of
religious delegates and the professors of Al Azhar University taken in Egypt. This university has a
history of more than 1000 years and is highly regarded in the Islamic world.
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Ven Master Chin Kung was invited to attend a global multi-faith summit, titled “Achieving World
Peace through Religious Harmony and Conﬂict Resolution”, in May 2012, Bangkok. It was hosted
by the World Fellowship of Buddhists. The event also coincided with the celebration of His Majesty
King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s eighty-ﬁfth birthday and his sixty-six years on the throne. Master encouraged Thailand to establish a most Holy City of Buddhism and practice Buddhist teachings.
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Ven Master Chin Kung stated at the Summit that the set of books, titled Imperial Compilation of
Books on the Principles of Governing, embodied the Chinese nation’s ﬁve thousand year old wisdom of cultivating oneself, maintaining family relationships and governing a state. These are also
useful to today’s world. The essence of this set has been selected and translated into Vernacular
Chinese in Malaysia; one book per year. The ﬁrst book has already been translated into English.
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Maha Vijiralongkom ʽ֓उⲉŊბᅠሮ⩟ቺռⵒ᱿㏝ᗇಓŊᣅӛ᳷⥑ɺಚ૾ᮢ᱿мⷪ̚ずŊ˫ᅞ͵ᘣ
ߡ֡ⲖⶑדЗ̲ᄞߡм᳷᱿ⷪ᱗ȯ≘ᘍోら֯ྶՀŊشҚᓰㅮȯᔍʃХͧᘣߡм᳷Ŋሩ⸃ʴ֡ռЗ
̲ᄞ⿵֔౺ʻʃദ͗᱿ҺᗯŊ૪ᣅⳖ̲ᄞҙⵒߨ᱿ɺΤ૪⫨ඖ⠗Ւȯмⷪ̚ずᅠʷȠȠҜ౺⥑ર
ໞŊ㈸ٻठઈȮው᭺Ӵ૽Ⰺⷪדずࡣ⸉ሳ᧚ⴎ≘ᘍోאԽ┛ໞҤẌŊʏ˫≘ᘍోᘍᣅʙ㋤ῈلŊ≘
ᘍో⩀ᄊᣅ̲ᘍмⷪずሩ६ȯʏṆㆤҚ̲ઈߨŊ⧼నːŊ┛૪̲ぅⴈᄞŊᇒಙ᳷ᮝŊᔌᘍʝ
̦Ŋ೧ʊ⿵᳷ᮝᶝⲭŊُ౹મᐪȯ

Crown Prince Maha Vijiralongkom initiated the building of a hospital meant for all Therevada monks
in Ubonratchathani Province on his 50th Birthday in July 2003. Ven Master Chin Kung donated to
the building fund - an act that broke the ice between Therevada and Mahayana traditions, and attended the completion ceremony of the hospital in 2008, which he renamed as Buddha, Dharma,
Sangha Hospital. He hoped all Buddhists would be united and practised what Buddha taught.

߱ᘣߡᛍἇ≘ᘍోɺ⠗ະⴎཬ⥏ʊ᮹̲ː֠ሳŊሳ᭺ཚుMr. Phan Wannamethee(ఢɿ)דẨሬMr.
Phallop ThaiarryņఢɺŇᾀ⤃ӡഩȯ˅ᙟʑŊ≘ᘍో㔧զ֠ሳ⸅⣶̲ぅᄞ⋀Ŋᅠᮝᙙʑ┛૪Ҥ᱿⊊⫡
ᄞ⦥řʏ⎠ʑߡᖶȵᜭᖷଅ⽕ȶᣅ૪͛Ŋ⦦ᆙʑⓧЗ⃥ᄽջ⋱⤟ᗉ˚ᅺʊ᮹ʱ⩽řʬ⩀ߨ׳શ
ᄞ⊓ծᑨໞȵશᄞُ౹ʠᅧȶŊཬ⥏ߡ׳ㅽ⎞דᯍ߸શᄞߨ㋤˅ᙟŊ⊾હሷՀશᄞߨ⎞ʊ᮹
ُ౹ȯ

President of World Fellowship of Buddhists welcomes Ven Master Chin Kung. Phan Wannamethee
(L3) and Phallop Thaiarry (L1), President and Secretary of World Fellowship of Buddhists (WFB)
respectively, received Ven Master Chin Kung and interacted with him in Thailand. Ven Master encouraged WFB to put Buddha’s teachings into daily practice, and to look at ways of uniting religions
and bringing world peace.
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The renowned British historian,
Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee, once said
that in order to resolve the social
problems of the twenty-ﬁrst century,
we must rely on the teachings
of Confucius and Mencius, and
on Mahayana Buddhism. The
doctrines of Confucius and Mencius
cherish loving-kindness, duties and
obligations. The expression of it is
loyalty and forgiveness. Sincerity is
the essence of Mahayana Buddhism
and it can be used ingeniously.

As suggested by the American
author Dr. Gregg Braden, the only
way to reconcile a planet-wide
catastrophe in 2012 is to abandon
evil and return to virtue, stop all
wrongs and do what is proper,
and ﬁnally correct our erroneous
mindsets and lead the world to a
better future.
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